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September 5, 2002 ◆

“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”

T H U R S D AY

Trophy dash

VOLUME 87, NUMBER 9
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M

The field of candidates for
the Walter Payton Award is
full of thoroughbreds,
including Eastern’s
Tony Romo.
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Parking
woes
not over

SECTION B

Feltt
back in
hospital

◆ More lot spaces
available but student
spots still hard to locate

◆ English instructor back in
critical condition after
hemorrhage in skull

By Melissa Nielsen
CAMPUS EDITOR

By Melissa Nielsen
Everyone on campus has
gained parking spaces this fall,
and the University Police
Department hopes the additional parking will be sufficient
to accommodate the enrollment increase and staff office
moves.
Over the summer, underclassman gained 35 parking
spaces, upperclassman gained
50 to 55 and staff gained 40 to
45, said University Police officer Lt. John Hatfill. Although
there are more spaces available, several lots have changed
their permit status.
Staff gained one row of parking in the W lot at 7th Street
and Roosevelt St., removing 12
to 13 upperclassman spaces.
The spaces were changed
because many faculty offices
from the Doudna Fine Arts
Center were relocated to
Lawson Hall, which is near the
W lot, after the building closed
for construction.
When the Thomas Hall parking
lot closed for construction of the
Health Service Center, 40 upperclassman spaces and 40 staff
spaces were lost. To make up for
the lost spaces, 63 staff spaces
were added in the S lot across
from 7th St. The lot was previously all upperclassman parking.
Staff also gained 35 student
spaces along 7th Street.
The lost student spaces were
made up by turning 173 existing spaces in the S lot to upperclassman parking.
Bill Davidson, a junior political science major and a member of the parking committee,
said he was angered that the
the
University
Police
Department did not show any
of the new changes to the parking committee. He also thought
the new spaces would not
relieve student parking problems.
“The parking issue has mainly been a student problem
because we are so overcrowd-

CAMPUS EDITOR

C A I T L I N B U L L I S / A S S O C I AT E P H O T O E D I T O R

Eric Erst, a senior finance major, gets lucky finding a parking spot in the W parking lot near Taylor Hall
Wednesday afternoon. Crowded parking lots across campus make it difficult to find a place to park.
ed, but we need to work together,” Davidson said. “They
already have barely any underclassmen parking spots now
and they are going to have an
even harder time (parking). It’s
going to be pretty bad this year,
especially for underclassmen.
Even the last resort areas are
not open this year.”
He said members of the
parking committee believed
staff parking was underused in
certain lots, while student parking was often overcrowded and
unavailable. The committee
presented their concerns to the
the UPD last spring.
“We took pictures of empty
spots in faculty and staff parking spots because we wanted to
get more spots for students,”
Davidson said.
Adam Due, chief public safety officer and head of the parking committee, said the UPD
needs to make changes over
the summer before people
started returning to school and
the parking committee was not

“The parking issue
has mainly been a
student problem
because we are so
overcrowded.”
— Bill Davidson
in session over the summer.
Hatfill
said
the
the
University Police Department
was still looking at other possibilities to better accommodate
students. He said staff were
not utilizing all the spaces in
the F lot, so the the University
Police Department may reanalyze how they use that lot.
“It has been very quiet as far
as complaints about parking,”
he said.
Hatfill said that he did not
believe underclassmen would
have a problem finding parking
because the UPD has not issued

any more underclass permits
than last year.
Mitchell said parkers in the
W lot have been parking in the
driveway and outside the lines,
but it was not because of any
lack of parking.
“There are too many on campus,” he said. “There is room to
park, the problem is they can’t
park where they want to park.
There is room to park. You just
have to walk.”
In the future, Due said the
University Police Department
would support a proposal to
assign students and staff to specific lots, instead of a permit to
use any space they can find.
Davidson said that kind of
proposal was a goal for the
parking committee this year.
“We want to get a survey out
for faculty and staff and see if
they would like to have designated spots for each individual.
I think they need to review
their strategy for giving out
parking passes,” Davidson
said.

Summer weather takes toll on area
◆ Relief finally on the way
By Mary Carnevale
S TA F F W R I T E R

As the grass is drying out and the flowers are dying, the question on every mind
in Charleston is, when is
it going to rain?
More inside
Dalias Price, a local
◆
Seven day
weather observer, said
weather
Charleston is suffering
forecast.
one
of
the
worst
Page
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droughts it has seen
since 1936. Coupled with
the extremely hot weather that came about this summer, the dryness does not help the cooling process.
The last soaking rain the area has seen

occurred June 17.
Price said this summer the area faced 42
days of above 90 degree weather, well
above the average.
It hasn’t rained since Aug. 1 and even
then it was only slightly over 0.5 inches, he
said.
“The time will come when we will get
more normal rains,” Price said.
However, he doesn’t expect that turnaround for another 10 days.
Price said there should have been three
times the amount of rain this month-long
period compared to the amount that the
Charleston area has received since Aug. 1.
Along with making people uncomfortable, the hot temperatures have made the
local agriculture suffer. The grass is in a
state of dormancy and production is down
in the corn and soybean industry, which

“The time will come when we
will get more normal rains.”
— Dalias Price
are the main cash crops for this area of
Illinois.
Price says the dry weather has been
tough on farmers who make their living
selling those crops.
He said there will be a break in the hot
temperatures beginning in the middle of
next week with temperatures reaching the
lower 80’s with high humidity. After that,
the area could enjoy a cooling rain, restoring the land and cooling off the people of
central Illinois.

English instructor Bill Feltt continues fighting a battle to recover from
injuries and has been readmitted into a
hospital after being released from
Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center earlier this week.
Feltt was hospitalized after being
attacked on campus by a group of six to
eight unknown males.
Dana Ringuette, chair of the English
department, said Feltt was expecting
to return to teaching his regular
English 1001 classes soon, but health
problems have put him back into the
hospital.
Jennifer Foster,
a
registered
Timeline of
nurse at Good
events
S a m a r i t a n
Hospital
in
Vincennes, Ind.,
◆ 1:50 a.m.
said Feltt was
Aug. 27 — six
admitted
into
to eight men
Good Samaritan
attack English
Sep. 3 in critical
instructor near
condition.
Gregg Triad
Ringuette said
◆ Aug. 27 —
Feltt is suffering
Feltt admitted
from a small hemto Sarah Bush
orrhage in his
Lincoln Health
skull, a fracture
Center with
and a sinus infecbleeding,
tion.
bruises,
Feltt
was
scrapes and
released
from
chipped teeth.
Sarah
Bush
◆ Sept. 2 —
Lincoln
Health
Feltt released
Center on Sep. 2,
from Sarah
and
was
in
Bush Lincoln
Indiana to visit his
Health Center.
mother, Ringuette
◆ Sept. 3 —
said.
Feltt admitted
“We are hoping
to Good
for the best,” said
Samaritan
Ringuette.
“We
Hospital in
are hoping he’ll be
Vincennes,
back as soon as
Ind. in critical
condition.
possible, but this
is obviously a setback.”
Adam
Due,
chief public safety officer at the
University Police Department, said an
investigation into the beating was still
pending and he could not comment on
its progress.
Feltt was attacked at about 1:50 a.m.
on the southeast corner of the Martin
Luther King University Union early
Aug. 27 by six to eight unknown males,
all estimated to be in their 20s. The
assault was allegedly unprovoked.
A $2,500 reward has been issued for
any information that leads to the arrest
and conviction of Feltt’s attackers.
Anyone with information should call
the UPD at 581-3213.
Currently, officials are planning on
taking the reward money from the
Judicial Affairs budget, but other
departments may bear some of the cost
as time goes on.
“It is very important that we solve
this and any other serious crimes on
campus,” said Keith Kohanzo, director
of Judicial Affairs. “Crime rates are
very low on this campus, and this brings
attention to the need to respond immediately. We are new to this, but, unfortunately, this is an example of where (a
reward) may help the community.”
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Eyes on the prize
Walter
Payton
Award

Romo’s feats
◆ 2001 Associated Press Third
Team All-American
◆ Football Gazette Honrable
Mention All-American
◆ Ohio Valley Conference Offensive
‘Player of the Year’
◆ No. 1 in NCAA I-AA passing
efficiency
◆ No. 2 in Eastern career
touchdown passes
◆ No. 4 in Eastern career passing
yards
◆ Threw touchdown passes in 22 of
24 games.
◆ Threw 16-for-16 in 2001 season
opener.

... But will it matter?

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

Panther senior quarterback Tony Romo is the top returning
Walter Payton Award vote getter.

Walter Payton Award race crowded with talent from across nation
By Nate Bloomquist
SPORTS EDITOR

Eastern has a candidate for the
Walter Payton Award for the second year in a row — sweetness!
But Panther senior quarterback
Tony Romo is mum about being on
the Payton Watch. He isn’t concerned with any of that even if he
is the top returning vote getter
from last year’s award voting.
“I don’t really care about any of
that,” Romo said. “Don’t get me
wrong — it’d be great to win, but I
think if we play well this year all of
those things will take care of them-

selves.”
He has a point.
Almost all of the players in the
hunt for the award this year play
on Top 25 teams.
Being in the running for the
award given to Division I-AA’s best
player is heady territory. Past
recipients of the award include
Jerry Azumah, who is currently a
defensive back for the Chicago
Bears and quarterback Steve
McNair of the Tennessee Titans.
Panther head football coach Bob
Spoo believes Romo has what it
takes to win the award. But he’ll
have to live up to the hype to get it.

“He’d really have to have an outstanding year,” Spoo said.
“He’d have to have as good of a
year as last year and probably a bit
better. But I think he’s got it in
him.”
Romo was the most efficient
passer last season among small
school quarterbacks. He completed 136 of 207 passes with 2,068
yards and 21 touchdowns.
Romo won’t have to look very far
for his competition.
Eastern Kentucky running back
C.J. Hudson also is in the hunt for
the award. The sophomore rushed
for 1,221 yards last season. He car-

ried the ball 24 times for 61 yards
in EKU’s 49-10 loss to Oregon
State.
“You’ve just got to have a really
great year,” Eastern Kentucky
head coach Roy Kidd said. “He has
to get somewhere near 1,500 yards
rushing. I’m not going to leave him
in games just to let him run up the
yards. My whole theory is that you
play as a team.”
Montana State’s Ryan Johnson
could’ve been a top contender for
the Payton Award last year. His
1,500-plus yards rushing broke a
school record. But the Bobcats didn’t fair well as a team last year and

finished with a 5-6 record all-but
knocking Johnson out of the hunt.
“He had a great year, but I was
ho-hum about it because of our
record,” Montana State head coach
Mike Kramer said.
“We were still another 1,000
yards or so short on
S E E PAY T O N
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Comedian to keep
students ‘rolling
with laughter’
By Caitlin Prendergast
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

Award-winning
comedian
Buzz Sutherland will perform
Friday night
at 7th Street
Underground.
The comedy act, sponsored by
the University Board, begins at
9 p.m. and is free for all.
Sutherland has been touring
the country for 10 years, visiting over 1,200 colleges, said
Joey Edmonds, Sutherland’s
manager.
“He really knows college
audiences,” Edmonds said.
He has received awards from
Campus Activities Today and
has
won
the
National
Association
of
Campus
Activities Comedy Artist of the
Year Award five years in a row.
In 2002, Sutherland was named
as
the
NACA’s
Campus
Entertainer of the Year, which is
the organization’s highest award
possible, Edmonds said.
Caleb Judy, UB chair, saw
Sutherland at a conference, and
booked the comic immediately.

“He’s crazy,” Judy said. “But
he’s a really good guy.”
Sutherland is a family man
from St. Louis who tackles many
issues in his act.
The Joey Edmonds Agency
Web site describes the comic as
a “man whose smooth blend of
homespun characters and outrageous facial expressions keep
audiences rolling with laughter.”
Audience participation is a
big part of his style, and
Sutherland enjoys playing with
the audience rather than talking
at them.
Sutherland is also noted for
his impressions of ducks performing sex acts.
“It’s the only non-PG rated
part of his show, but people just
love it,” Edmonds said.
In addition to touring the college circuit, Sutherland is working on his own television show
and just recently performed at
the Improv in Los Angeles.
Eastern is Sutherland’s last
stop on his summer tour.

Eastern’s NAACP
welcomes students
By Caitlin Prendergast
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

Eastern’s National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People chapter will host a welcoming session in Coleman
Auditorium at 7 p.m. tonight.
Sherman
Thomas,
EIU’s
NAACP president, invites all
African-American students to the
event.
“It’s a mini-orientation to let
them know about different
organizations and different services on campus,” Thomas said.
Thomas wants to educate
African-American students on

the importance of being unified,
as well as diverse, while experiencing everything the university
has to offer.
The Black Student Union,
Unity Gospel group and select
fraternities and sororities will be
represented at the event.
Tim Edwards from WEIUFM’s “Outlaw Radio” show will
also be there.
The university’s NAACP chapter boasts 70 members and
they’re looking for more.
The group plans on sponsoring
more social events, speakers and
workshops as the year progresses.

C A I T L I N B U L L I S / A S S O C I AT E P H O T O E D I T O R

Playing with fire!
Mark Johns, a freshman computer science major, plays with his devil sticks in the South Quad Wednesday afternoon. Devil sticks (also called rainbow sticks) were used by the Buddhist monks to stress a oneness with nature.
Johns has been mastering the devil sticks for about four years.

Teen Reach seeking volunteers
after budget cuts reduce staff
By Dar’Keith Lofton
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“Students can gain

Some students who volunteer at
Charleston’s Teen Reach gain
more than the pleasure of helping
others - they receive experience
in their majors.
Teen Reach is currently seeking student volunteers with interests in community service and
helping children.
“We’re looking for volunteers
who are interested in helping kids
with tutoring, recreation and life
skills workshops,” said Bridget
Johnson, program director.
Teen Reach’s staff and availability was reduced when state
budget cuts to the Illinois
Department of Human Services
closed the after-school program
for a month this summer.
“When we reopened, we had to

student teaching hours
by volunteering. We
also take internships
in related fields.”
—Bridget Johnson, program director

stop being open on weekends and
our staff went from 12 to seven,”
Johnson said.
Although Teen Reach was
closed for a month, Johnson said
that parents did not complain.
“They were just happy that we
were able to reopen,” Johnson
said. “They were very understanding.”

Though their program is not
limited to tutoring, Johnson said
tutoring is its' biggest need so the
kids will be able to start the
school year off on a “good foot.”
Also a benefit of Teen Reach,
Johnson said, is the opportunity
for college students seeking
teaching certification.
“Students can gain student
teaching hours by volunteering,”
Johnson said. “We also take
internships in related fields.”
Organizations are also welcome
to volunteer.
“We get a lot of fraternities and
sororities that offer assistance,”
Johnson said. “They are always
welcome to come and participate
in our mentoring program.”
For more information about
volunteering at Teen Reach, contact Bridget Johnson at (217) 3458005.
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CORRECTION
A story in Friday’s issue of The Daily Eastern News included three errors regarding the re-opening of
Charleston Lanes bowling alley.
Owners Adam and Allison Schoonover did not go bankrupt last October.
Adam Schoonover graduated from Southern Illinois University in 2000. Also, the Schoonovers were already
owners of the Charleston Lanes building.
The News regrets the errors.
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VOLLEYBALL

Who will step up?
◆ Winkeler must rely on freshmen to provide leadership after losing 6 seniors
By Matt Meinheit
A S S O C I AT E S P O RT S E D I T O R

Eastern’s volleyball team lost
some important players to graduation in the past year.
Middle hitter Leslie Przekwas,
outside hitter Carrie Stevens, middle hitter Marcia Hahn and setter
Rebecca Ooyen are all gone, except
for Sevens who is now a student
assistant coach for the Panthers.
Last season, Przekwas was the
most efficient hitter with a .328
attack percentage She was also second on the team in kills with 344,
just five behind one of Eastern’s
five returning players, sophomore
outside hitter Erica Gerth.
Przekwas also led the team in
blocks with 119.
Stevens was one of Eastern’s best
servers, recording 41 aces, tying
Gerth for the lead in that category.
Hahn contributed consistently on
offense and finished second on the
team with 91 blocks.
Ooyen shared time with sophomore Lindsay Perkins at setter and
recorded 591 assists to Perkins’
791.
The Panthers will miss such
experienced players early in the
season while they try to find the
right people to fill the holes left by
the departed players from last
year.
Freshman Megan Kennedy and
sophomore Shanna Ruxer have
taken on the daunting task of filling
in Przekwas old position so far.
Last weekend at the Pepsi/Super
8 Invitational, the 6-foot-2 Ruxer
led the Panthers in attack percent-

age (.397) and blocks, 15.
Kennedy nailed down 19 kills,
but also had 12 errors. On defense
she did much better. Her 13 blocks
was second best on the team.
Kennedy is an excellent jumper.
She can get reach up to 9 feet, 8
inches which is best on the team.
“Megan is a very talented middle,” head coach Brenda Winkeler
said. “She is the best jumper on the
team. She is an excellent blocker,
her mechanics of the arm swing
are a little off though. She will be a
top leader when she changes some
technical things.”
On defense, Eastern has two
freshmen vying for playing time in
the back row.
Sarah Niedospial does not have
much defensive experience, but
she will get plenty of experience in
weeks to come.
“Sarah is just a person that is
very talented in the back row as
well as the front,” Winkeler said.
“She is competitor from a great
high school program that won state
her junior year. Her work ethic and
determination are unbelievable.
Coming in I knew she was going to
find a way into the lineup.”
In Eastern’s three matches,
Niedospial has averaged 3.86 digs
per game.
“I’ve never really played it
(defense) before, so I am really
learning (the position),” Niedospial
said. “I thought I did pretty well
considering, but it was a good
start.”
Heather Redenbo does not have
much defensive experience either.
She came to Eastern as a setter.

Hair Design
Foiling
Dimensional Color
Waxing
Brazil * Bikini
Legs * Eyebrow

Facials
Body Wraps
Body Scrubs
Body Masques
Manicures
Pedicures
Bronzing
Massage
Hypnosis

Who to watch
◆ Freshman MH Megan
Kennedy: she has an 9-foot, 8inch reach.
◆ Sophomore OH Erica Gerth:
she led the team in aces last
season.
◆ Freshman OH Sarah
Niedospial: She is averaging
3.86 digs per game.
“We expected her to back up
Perkins,” Winkeler said. “We
watched her in practice for a week
and saw her in a defensive role. She
is a very good server. Defensively,
she may not have the best technique, but she made some big digs
for us this weekend. She plays with
a lot of confidence.”
Despite the talented class that
graduated, this year’s freshmen do
not feel pressure to duplicate what
their predecessors did.
“I’ve just tried to be very patient
with them,” Winkeler said. “The
returning players have just been
wonderful with the new kids.”
Redenbo credited two players in
particular for helping them feel
comfortable at the collegiate level.
“Lindsay Perkins, the setter, and
Karen Liss have really helped,”
Redenbo said. “Lindsay is a leader
on the team. She really tells me
what I need to do and is very helpful and positive of what to do on the
court. Karen is the captain and is
also really positive. When you’re
down she brings you back up. She is
a really good leader and a really
good team player.”

N AT E B L O O M Q U I S T / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

Third-year head volleyball coach Brenda Winkeler may be facing her
toughest challenge yet with this year’s group of young players.
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Public works adds stop signs on campus
By Gary Horne
S TA F F W R I T E R

K E I T H B AT T L E S O N / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

Randi Dover (right), a sophomore, Allison Ladisich, a freshman, and Scott
Mendenhall, a senior, cross the street at the intersection of 7th St. and
Roosevelt where a new stop sign has been put up.

Pedestrians who cross the
intersection
of
7th
and
Roosevelt streets will have an
easier time thanks to the new
stop signs put in place by the
city.
The stop signs were put up
due partially to the advice of
several Eastern students last
year.
“We received requests from
students through the mayor’s
office to put stop signs over in
that area,” said Dean Barber,
director of the Department of
Public Works. “(The students)
asked us to put up the stop signs
so that they would be able to
cross the road a little safer.”
The signs were put into place
last spring after most students
had gone home for summer
break. Then the city decided it
would be in the public’s best

“People were always
flying around the corners. I think lots of
people from Carman
could’ve gotten hit.”
—Mike Lawler, junior accounting major

interest to make a decision on
the intersection.
“It was a pro-active decision
by the city because they decided
that the intersection might be a
hazard,” said Art Mitchell,
crime prevention officer for the
University Police. “There’s a lot
of traffic going across the walk
from Carman Hall to University
Court. People just loved to zip
right through there, and we didn’t want anyone to get hurt.”

One worry that plagued
University Police was that
returning students wouldn’t
notice the stop signs right away
and ignore them because they
were used to them not being
there.
“I actually put up some information on the department’s Web
site over the summer so that students could know about them
ahead of time,” Mitchell said.
“Right now it seems like everyone is doing pretty well with
them (the signs) being there.”
Although Mitchell did mention that there had been no accidents so far in the area, some
students say it was a fear in the
past.
“I think it’s a good idea that
they put the stop signs up
there,” said Mike Lawler, junior
accounting major. “People were
always flying around the corners. I think lots of people from
Carman could’ve gotten hit.”

Academic Affairs plans Shuttle bus eliminates
to address alleged class stops made on route
waivers at first meeting
By Mallory Hausman and Jessica Danielewicz
S TA F F W R I T E R S

By Avian Carrasquillo
A D M I N I S T R AT I O N R E P O RT E R

The evaluation of new courses and the
revision of some curricula are just some of
the items piling up on the discussion table of
the Council on Academic Affairs, which
meets today for the first time this academic
year.
Among the council’s first orders of business will be to address a series of academic
waiver reports which were filed toward the
end of the summer but were not addressed
because of the summer recess.
The council will be evaluating the waivers
as well as the addition of new courses, such
as History 4940, The Early Republic of the
United States, 1798-1848; English 2760,
Introduction to Professional Writing; and
History 3530, Medieval Archaeology and
Cultural Heritage in Europe. The council will
also discuss revising English 4760, Studies in
Professional Writing.
“The new history courses were offered
because faculty members had strong concentrations in the topics such as the early repub-
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lic of the U.S. from 1798-1848, and wanted to
teach it as an elective,” History department
chair Anita Shelton said.
History majors would not be required to
take the course.
The English and speech department chairs
could not be reached for comment on their
new course proposals.
CAA Vice Chair Douglas Bock, speech
communications professor, said an important
item that the CAA will look at possibly today
or in the next few meetings is a revision to
the speech communication curriculum.
The topic is not on the council’s agenda to
be acted upon, but the group may discuss the
issue tomorrow, Bock said.
Bock said he didn’t know what the possible
revisions were because more discussion is
needed.
“It’s a major item the council is looking at.
We’re also looking at a revision in the professional writing minor, but that would be discussed at a later date,” Bock said.
CAA meets at 2 p.m. tomorrow in the
Arcola-Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.

The shuttle bus will be making less
stops on the square this year, Ronnie
Deedrick, student vice president for academic affairs and former shuttle bus
committee
chair
announced
at
Wednesday’s Student Senate meeting.
This will allow the bus to make more
stops at the former Booth West and the
old IGA on 18th St., which are currently
serving as arts buildings.
Twelve new senate members were also
seated and members were appointed to
several different committees.
Ten senate seats were left vacant after
last spring’s elections. However, two
members have since resigned. Of the 12
positions, five were at large, three were
on campus and four were off campus.
Twenty-seven students applied for the
senate positions, which is more students
than applied in the last several years,
said Bill Davidson, speaker of the Senate.
Approved as senate members were:
Mike Grant, Jenn Anderson, Kyle
Donash, Alecia Robinson, Adam Howell,
Ryan Berger, Brice Donnelly, Kristen
Benson, Ryan Herdes, Rebekah Beachy,

Nick Owens and Nancy Zegler.
Senate also approved Lindsey Baum,
Tim Machnik and James Paton for the
Judicial Board.
Deedrick and Baum were approved to
the Elections Comission.
Approved to the Library Advisory
Board were Jenn Anderson and Jaime
Irving.
David Grey, Niki Klinger, Judia
Burton, Michael Reidy, Roberto Luna,
Christy Olszynski and Brian Scios to the
Apportionment Board.
Deedrick also announced that he is
looking for a student dean for the
Education and Arts and Humanities
departments.
Student
Body
President
Alison
Mormino announced she was looking for
three non-senate members for the student supreme court.
Also needing non-senate members are
the student action team, the Tuition and
Fee Review committee and the
University Development and Recycling
committee. Applications for the positions can be picked up in the Student
Activities office located on the second
floor of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.

JERRY’S PUB
Thursday Night
$1.75 Bottles
$1.75 Well Drinks
$3.75 Pitchers
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ATM

Informational
Thursday Sept. 5
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Call Dave 581-6883 For Ride

Thursday &
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Sell your stuff in the Daily
Eastern News and make
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Miller - Bud
Coors
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Sigma Chi

Need money for
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Payton:

Coaches say East
Coast bias could be a
factor in voting
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1B

rushing. We needed other players
to carry the load too. We haven’t
been to the playoffs since 1984,
and we need to get there.”
Carrying his team nearly
broke Johnson’s back in the off
season. He injured his back in
December while lifting weights
and struggled to stand in spring
practice. So far, Johnson has
shown his health with 31 carries
for 216 yards and one touchdown
in Montana State’s season opening win against St. Mary’s last
weekend.
“(Johnson) played pain free,”
Kramer said. “And we hope he
can hold up all season.”
The Bobcats are No. 19 in the
latest Sports Network I-AA poll.
Portland State (No. 13) has
began its climb up the rankings
and may have two candidates for
the Payton award before the season ends.
Senior quarterback Juston
Wood is the Vikings best hope for
the award. He threw for 486
yards last season against
Northern Arizona and tallied 394
yards and five touchdowns
against Webber State. He threw
only five interceptions all season.
“He had a slow start last year,
but he finished extremely
strong,” Portland State head
coach Tim Walsh said. “If he can
throw for 3,200 yards, I think
those are the type of numbers
that will get it done.”
Walsh said sophomore running
back Ryan Fuqua also would be a
contender by season’s end. He
ran for 1,053 yards in Portland
State’s four-game winning streak
to close the season.
He was fifth in the nation in
rushing yardage last season and
broke an NCAA record for a
freshman rusher.
“They’re
almost
working
against each other for this
award,” Walsh said. “But I think

“I think there’s definitely some favoritism
toward the (East
Coast). If you look at
all the awards last
year they all went to
players out there.”
—Roy Kidd

Juston would definitely have to
be the favorite of the two.
Fuqua’s got plenty of time yet.”
But the odds may be stacked
against any hopeful who doesn’t
play on the East Coast.
The Walter Payton Award is
similar to the Heisman Trophy in
many ways but doesn’t have anywhere near the exposure.
Members of the media vote on
the award.
Players on the West Coast
often don’t receive the same
exposure because media coverage is less, and games are played
later.
“The replays don’t exactly get
on everyone’s TVs like Division
I-A schools do,” Kramer said.
“The team has and the player has
to have some gaudy stats to get
people’s attention.”
Kidd hinted at a possible East
Coast media bias.
“I think there’s definitely some
favoritism there,” he said. “If
you look at all the awards last
year, most all of them went to
teams on the East Coast.”
Walsh said the time difference
makes an impact.
“Sometimes our scores aren’t
even in their newspapers — let
alone the stats,” Walsh said. “So
there’s no way for them to know
what’s happening out here.”
But Kramer believes it’s much
simpler than that.
“It’s pretty easy to figure out,”
he said. “Guys have to come from
great teams and be great players
on a national stage. You’re not
going to see a guy come from a
losing team and win it. That’s
really what it comes down to.”
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The football team resumes practice Tuesday after returning from Hawaii Monday. The Panthers dropped five
spots in the Sports Network poll after a 61-36 loss to the Rainbow Warriors.

Key players in hunt for Payton award

John Edwards
Montana
Has plenty of
upswing left after
throwing 14
touchdown
passes last year.

C.J. Hudson
Eastern Kentucky
Ran for 1,221
yards and 14
touchdowns in
his freshman
season.

Ryan Johnson
Montana State
Ran for 1,537
yards and 14
touchdowns last
year. He also
caught 18
passes.

Tom Koutsos
Southern Illinois
Was one of few
bright spots on a
dismal Saluki team
last season. Could
contend only if his
team does.

Tony Romo
Eastern Illinois
Was the top
returning vote
getter. Will need
to put up similar
numbers to last
season.

Juston Wood
Portland State
Threw for over
300 yards on
many occasions
last season including a 486-yard
performance.

Photos courtesy The Sports Network.
For more information on the Walter Payton Award visit www.sportsnetwork.com
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*ABC/WIBC Sanctioned
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Cost: $4.00 per person
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OPINION

“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

Kindness goes a long way

Editorial board
Shauna Gustafson, Editor in chief
Michelle Jones, Managing editor
Jamie Fetty, News editor
Amber Williams, Associate news editor
Jessica Danielewicz, Editorial page editor
Nate Bloomquist, Sports editor
slgustafson@eiu.edu

EDITORIAL

Budget is
far from
smooth

Melissa Nielsen
Campus editor
and monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Nielsen also is a
senior journalism
major.
She can be reached
at 581-2812 or
msnielsen@eiu.edu

When faced last year with suffering state and
university budgets that only looked like they
would get worse, Eastern’s administration handled
it carefully under the leadership of interim
President Lou Hencken.
Hencken is back for two more years, and so,
probably, is the crippled state economy. Last time
around, Hencken and administrators trimmed

Over the last two weeks, I have
encountered two acts of random
kindness. Both of them involved
strangers lending me a helping
hand when I was clearly having
trouble. However, they turned out
to be very different once I re-analyzed the strangers’ intentions.
While one rejuvenated my belief
that most people are good citizens
with warm intentions, the other
brought me down and once again
had me doubting that innocence.
The first incident saved me
from an embarrassing and dangerous situation. It happened on
my long drive down to Eastern,
through the endless cornfields
and spaces of nothingness.
Before I left Chicago, I chose
not to stop for gas because I was
betting fuel would be cheaper
down south. So, I stopped at a
friendly small town gas station at
one the nameless towns on the
way. I pumped $12 worth of gas
and brought some pretzels to the
counter and the cashier rung me
up. When I tried to pull the $20
bill I though I had in my pocket, I
found it was only a $5 bill.
I had no credit card, and, evidently, I had no money. I started
to cry and panic in line, and started to unpack my car looking frantically for the checkbook I hadn’t
used since I left school last
semester.
My car was half unpacked
when the cashier approached me.
I prepared myself a harsh scold-

“This is the type of
classic, old-time
kindness that I truly
appreciate.”
ing or a warning that the police
were en route. Instead, she told
me I could go. Some kind gentleman paid for my gas and then
left without a trace.
This is the type of classic, oldtime kindness that I truly appreciate. This man was my masked
super hero, not even staying
around to hear my endless thank
you’s.
A few days later, I experienced
another act of kindness, but I
soon found that there was more
to this random stranger than a
hero wanting to achieve his good
deed of the day.
I was single-handedly moving
a heavy chair into my new
house. I know I definitely looked
like I needed help. Sweat was
pouring down my face, as I tried
to lift the chair inch by inch up
the tiny hill in the front of my
house, and I had no idea what I
was going to do when I got to the
stairs.
A young man offered to help
me with the chair, and I gratefully accepted his assistance. With a
little team work it cut a job that
would have taken me half an

hour to a few minutes. I introduced myself to my random
helper, shook his hand and
thanked him for his help. I felt
so lucky than in two weeks, two
different people were willing to
come to my aid.
However, days later the second
act of kindness turned sour.
The man who moved my chair
showed up drunk at my door,
wanting to ‘say hi.’
If you want to make friends,
paying an unexpected visit at a
girl’s house you don’t know, while
drunk is not the way, buddy. Was
I supposed to repay him for helping move my chair with unlimited booty calls?
A million scenarios went
through my mind. I didn’t know
what he wanted or what he was
going to do. It ranks as one of
the scariest moments of my life.
I’d like to keep random acts of
kindness alive. They bring that
cheesy, fuzzy feeling to life that
you think you can only get by
watching Full House reruns.
However, its important to keep in
mind that they are supposed to be
just that - random. When you help
someone, the satisfaction of
knowing you helped them with a
problem, or made them laugh or
rescued them from being stranded should be thanks enough. It’s
about why you do it, not what you
do.
Of course, I prefer the first act
of kindness to the last.

reserve accounts, lowered the heat in campus
buildings and saved a few bucks on snow removal.
Eastern also raised tuition
3.5 percent above the 5 percent
that made its way from a
Student Senate committee to
the Board of Trustees. Still, 8.5
percent was modest compared
to what other institutions were
implementing.
The pressure only increased
during the summer, leading to
layoffs in the print center and
a faculty stretched to capacity
to take on extra class loads
while continuing research.
Still, Hencken and the
administration planned ahead
and worked to make the cuts

At issue
The current
budget
situation
Our stance
Interim
president Lou
Hencken is
already
preparing for
continued
budget
problems, a
good move,
since last
year’s budget
problems are
still around.

as painless as possible for faculty, staff and students.
The plan through fiscal year 2002 was to
break the process into logical steps and to work
to protect academic quality. Hencken did that by
working with vice presidents to identify cuts in
their areas and cutting other spending that could
be postponed to handle fiscal year 2002 cuts.
Then, he proposed the tuition increase to help
cover for losses from the fiscal year 2003
budget.
Now, as Hencken and the battered budget face
off again, Eastern needs a replay of last year’s
skilled juggling of rising expenses and dropping
funds.
Hencken told The Daily Eastern News “I’m not
going to whine about this.” He realizes the budget
is a problem for all universities in all states. He
understands that throwing his hands up in despair
or making excuses isn’t the answer to this complex and far-reaching problem.
Instead of whining about the budget, Hencken
is preparing. The number of students has
increased this year, which means more money is
coming in. But new expenses have come up as
well, such as Illinois now requiring universities to
pay for their internet connections, not to mention
all of the problems from last year.
And hopefully, Eastern can count on Hencken to
once again handle the budget in a logical way that
preserves academic quality.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
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Reporter should have checked facts
This letter is in response to
Matthew Stevens' article,
"Looking for Leadership",
which appeared in the DEN
on Tuesday, Sept. 3. I suggest
that Mr. Stevens check both
his facts and his attitudes
towards the EIU Womens'
Soccer Team before attempting to write an article about
it.
Had he checked his facts,
he would realize that "the big
goose egg" put up by the
"Quincy-Quintet" is actually
non-existent. Contrary to Mr.

Stevens' article, Beth Liesen
(one of the Quintet) scored a
beautiful goal in the game on
Sunday.
Also, I find it unfair that
Mr. Stevens feels capable of
predicting a very negative
outcome of our season after
only two games. The repeated errors and negative comments combined with the fact
that Mr. Stevens never clearly stated that we actually did
win our game belittle the
incredible amount of work
that our team has already put

in this year.
I will be the first to admit
that our team needs work in
many areas. I am not asking
for a sugar-coated article. I
am simply asking for an article that accurately portrays
our games and our team to
our school. This school is the

reason that we play and the
reason that we work hard all
year. We are proud to play for
you. Please be proud of us.
Rebecca Traen
Womens' Soccer Team
junior Communication
Disorders and Sciences major

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or mailed to slgustafson@eiu.edu
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Adam Howarth, head men’s soccer coach kicks a ball
in to play during a recent practice.
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Freshman libero Aja Kohlbecker serves the ball .
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State health officials report
46 new West Nile virus
SPRINGFIELD (AP) — Illinois health
officials announced 46 new human cases of
the West Nile virus on Wednesday, bringing
the total number of cases in the state to 211.
The new cases apparently have pushed
Illinois past Louisiana for the most human
cases and deaths attributed to West Nile in
the nation. However, Illinois public health
officials regularly update the number of
West Nile cases in the state, while Louisiana
does it once a week on Thursday.
According to the Illinois Public Health
Department, nine deaths have been attributed to the mosquito-borne virus in the
state.
As of Thursday, Louisiana had 205
reported human cases, including eight
deaths, said Kyle Viator, spokesman for the
Louisiana Department of Health and
Hospitals.
The new, nonfatal cases in Illinois include
13 from Chicago, 25 from suburban Cook
County and two from St. Clair County.
Crawford, Effingham, Kane, Lake,
Stephenson and Will counties had one case
each.
“How long this outbreak will continue
depends on many factors, including the
weather and the extent to which we can adequately control the mosquito population,”

said Dr. John R. Lumpkin, state public
health director. “The biggest influence on
human cases, however, will be whether or
not people follow the precautions that have
been recommended.”
Those precautions include staying away
from the outdoors at dusk and dawn, covering exposed skin and using mosquito repellant.
Two Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention officials have been working with
Chicago area health departments this week
to help handle the outbreak and determine
steps to combat the disease, Illinois health
department spokesman Tom Schafer said.
“There are small health departments that
are seeing a significant increase in their
case load because of this,” Schafer said.
“They do need some assistance in performing their duties.”
One of the CDC officials is an entomologist — someone who studies insects — and
is working on recommendations for mosquito control efforts as well as studying why
the Chicago area has been hit so hard by the
virus, Schafer said.
The disease hits the elderly and those
with weakened immune systems hardest.
The nine who have died in Illinois ranged in
age from 67 to 92.

Bush asks for broad authority

C A I T L I N B U L L I S / A S S O C I AT E P H O T O E D I T O R

Field experience
Janice Coons, professor of Biological Sciences, brings her Practical Botany class outside the
Biological Science building Wednesday afternoon to look at different species of flowers.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush
promised Wednesday to seek Congress’
approval for “whatever is necessary” to
oust Saddam Hussein including using military force, as the White House considered
giving Iraq a last-ditch ultimatum over
weapons inspectors.
House Speaker Dennis Hastert said
Congress would vote before the Nov. 5
elections on how to deal with the Iraqi president, ensuring that Iraq is a high-profile
issue in the campaign for control of the
House and Senate.
Democrats who control the Senate said
the non-binding resolution is possible but
not certain because of the lack of time and
Bush’s failure thus far to make his case for

war. “It would not be my assumption that
the military course is the only action available to him today,” said Senate Majority
Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D.
“This is a debate the American people
must hear, must understand,” Bush said
after a Cabinet Room meeting with 18
Democratic and Republican congressional
leaders. “And the world must understand,
as well, that its credibility is at stake.”
After weeks of conflict and criticism,
Bush began a public relations campaign to
convince Americans and wary allies of the
need to overthrow Saddam and secure his
weapons of mass destruction program —
perhaps by opening a second, perilous
front on the war against terrorism.
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SONOR Wants YOU! Contact Eric
at 581-7786 for info on how to
join one of EIU’s leading studentrun publicity and relations agencies.
__________________________9/13
PARTY STUFF!! Hawaiian leis,
grass skirts, coconut bras, Mardi
Gras beads, wigs, cowboy hats,
tiaras, adult birthday and bachelorette gags & gifts. GRAND
BALL- 609 6th St, Charleston.
Tues-Fri 12-6, Sat 10-2
__________________________9/20
SPRING BREAK 2003 Travel With
STS Americas #1 Student Tour
Operator. Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, or Florida.
Sell Trips Earn Cash Travel Free.
Information/Reservations. 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
__________________________11/1

DOONESBURY

MOTHER

BECAUSE HE

ADVERTISED!!!

CAMPUS

CLIPS

WEIU FM 88.9 Presents: THE ROCK SHOW: 7-9 p.m. TONIGHT! Tune
into The Rock Show for bands like: FUGAZI, JAWBREAKER AT THE
DRIVE IN, THE LAWRENCE ARMS, SLEATER-KINNEY plus many
more.
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN RESOURCES: Informational meeting tonight
at 6p.m. in Lumpkin Hall rm. 1040. Pizza and pop will be served. ALL
MAJORS are encouraged to attend.
ASSOCIATION OF HONORS STUDENTS: First meeting is tonight at
6p.m. in the Effingham room in the union. All Honors students welcome. There will be free Pizza and Drinks for all who attend.
GREEN PARTY MEETING: Tonight at 7p.m. in the Kansas rm- 3rd
Floor of the Union. Come help us make the world a better place!
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE: “Bunch for Lunch” Meet in the food
court today from 11:30-1p.m. Come join us for lunch or bring your own!
Everyone is welcome!

Advertise

SIGMA RHO EPSILON: Mandatory Meeting tonight at 6p.m. in
Buzzard rm. 1103. This is the first meeting of the semester. Officers
meet at 5:30p.m.

In the DEN

INTERNATIONAL FORUM (formerly International Tea) will be on
Thurs. Sept. 5 from 2-4p.m. in the Charleston-Mattoon Rm in the
Union. Our focus will be “Meet the New EIU International Students.”
EIU faculty, students, staff, and Charleston community members are
welcome. Free refreshments will be served. Don’t miss it!

If you advertise it
they will come...

LIBRARY ORIENTATION: Booth Library: Sept. 5-Oct. 31, 2002 Meet at
the North entrance on Mondays at 6p.m., Wednesdays at 4 p.m. or
Thursdays at 2 p.m. Booth is offering general library orientation tours
from Sept. 5- Oct. 31, 2002. Tours begin in the north entrance of Booth
and last approx. 45 minutes.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

GOOSE
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BY MIKE PETERS

No. 0725

Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS

28 In no time

1 Vets’ concerns

29 Rebuffs overseas
5 Left so as to admit 30 It may be served
some light
on
9 It makes il mondo
8-Down
go round
31 One of 18 rois
14 Imperial, for exam33 Test taker’s state?
ple
37 Animal with a
15 Sultry
snout
16 Expensive watch
17 Athlete’s state?

38 At first: Abbr.

19 Undemocratic law

40 Suffix with song

20 Times in classifieds
21 Turner or Cole

44 “With malice
toward ___ …”:
Lincoln

22 It may follow well

50 Singer Cara and
others
51 A couple of cups?
52 ___ mater (brain
cover)

1

2

3

5

17

7

8

9

10

21
26

28
30

29

31

32

34

35

37

59 Numerical prefix
60 Toy named after a
politician

50
53

54

45 Things peddled

61 Severe setback

57

58

59

60

61

62

25 Tiler’s state?

47 Philosopher’s
state?

62 Trivial Pursuit category: Abbr.

27 Bit of gossip

49 Carol starter
DOWN
1 Word after one or
two
2 It’s found in a
table
3 Taut
4 IV, to III
5 Analysis
6 Not be serious
7 Pink-slip
8 Sandwich choice

43

44

39

47

ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE

42

36

38

40

23 Wee

41

13

22
25

27

57 Bad deeds

12

19

24

33

11

16

18

20

54 Honeymooners’
state?

6

15

23

53 1977 U.S. Open
winner

4

14

58 Hash
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ROOMMATES: Private Room-Male
1020 1st St. Share Utilities.
Private Room-Female 1828 9th St.
Utilities Included. Call Dan 345-3273
___________________________9/6

The majority of EIU students
consume 0,1,2,3, or 4 drinks
per week!! [Sp02 Survey,
n=471 representative students.]
___________________________9/6
Self Protection, Martial arts, Tai
Chi - Call 345-1116. KARATE
USA on the square.
___________________________9/7
JUST SPENCE’S: 1148 6th
ST. WELCOME BACK! GREAT
SALES GOING ON! OPEN
TUES.-SAT.
1:30-5.
3451469.
___________________________9/9
Bikes - Kayaks and more. Giant
and Haro bikes. “KIWI” Kayaks Accessories. Bike repair. “OAKLEY’S” in Mattoon. 234-7637.
Open Tues - Sat.
___________________________9/9

N
I
N
E

ROOMMATES

ANNOUNCEMENTS

T
E
N
S
E
D
U
P

FOR SALE: Black futon in great
condition. $65 or best offer. Must
sell! Call Amanda @ 348-5158
__________________________9/10
Sleeper Sofa. Very nice condition.
$100 or best offer. Call as soon as
possible. 345-7097
__________________________9/13
Dorm Size Refrigerator, $50. 820
Lincoln Street. 348-7746.
___________________________00

MOMS for FUNCTIONS. Reserve
yours now!! 345-2171. 9-11am
___________________________9/6

E
L
E
M
E
N
T

SALE

PERSONALS

I A
R I G
A R E S
E S T E
P I A
L A N D
O C T O
G E O G

FOR

Need female roommate for 6
bdrm house. Extra nice, hardwood floors, full basement, new
kitchen, dishwasher, w/d, central
air, parking, close to EIU. 3457286
___________________________00

A R
A
X Y
R
E E
E
I N
F L O O
O O N
O U I S
L V A N
I R
O
N E
W
G
A D
B R A
A R R Y
L I O
L O W

Large,
Nice
1
Bedroom
Apartment. 1/2 Block from campus. $300. 345-6967
___________________________9/5
For Rent - 2 bedroom partially
furnished apartment on square.
REDUCED rent with 11 month
lease. Call 345-4336
___________________________9/6
Like new apartment at Village
Point. Near Campus. Call 3452516
___________________________9/6
PAID UTILITIES! GREAT 5 bedroom house, Jackson Ave., 2
Rooms AVAIL. $250, Central Air.
w/d Call 345-9665
___________________________9/9
Bedroom in mobile home for rent
to girl. BR, Washer/Dryer,
Internet, cable & phone in BR.
Purified drinking water system,
outdoor storage. Like new, Nice!
618-665-4508, 618-292-6545
___________________________9/9
3&4 BR Apts, 2-4 people,
REDUCED RATES, SEMESTER
LEASES! Close to campus. No
pets. 348-8305
__________________________9/18
Newly remodeled 2 bdrm apt.
Stove, refrigerator included.
Washer and dryer hook up. $450
per month. 345-2467.
__________________________10/4
Near campus, adorable. 4 bedroom house, 10 month lease,
available
immediately.
Washer/dryer, off street parking.
348-0712
___________________________00
Single apt on square. $350
includes gas/water/trash. Dave
345-2171 9-11am
___________________________00
3 BEDROOM 2 BATH HOUSE. 2
BLOCKS FROM EIU. W/D
INCLUDED. $200 EACH. CALL
348-1067
___________________________00
2 bedroom apts, furn/unfurn, nice
apts, great locations. No Pets. From
$200/per person/mo. 345-7286
___________________________00
Large 1 bedroom apt., just painted, garage, laundry, avail. immediately 345-7286
___________________________00
3 bedroom apt, new kitchen w/ dishwasher, microwave, cent air, laundry,
very nice. No pets 345-7286
___________________________00

No more waiting in line for the bathroom. New 3 & 4 BR, 2 bath large
apts. DSL Internet, W/D included.
$225-$250/person. 348-1067.
___________________________00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR furnished apt. Water, trash, laundry
room, all included for $260/mo.
on the corner, 111 2nd st. Right
next to park. Day: 235-3373,
Evening: 348-5427
___________________________00
Sleep in and walk to Buzzard
from 2020 10th st. Only 3 2BR
Apts left. Lincoln wood Pinetree
Apartments. 345-6000.
___________________________00
NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. RENT AS
LOW AS $250/PERSON. FURNISHED. SUPER LOW UTILITIES.
345-5022
___________________________00
A 3 BR Duplex Apt. W/D, water
and trash included. $225 each, 3
people. Available June 1st. Not
close to campus. 232-0656.
___________________________00
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002:
LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS LOCATED NEXT TO THE
BUZZARD BUILDING. RECENTLY RECARPETED. FOR LEASING
INFORMATION CALL 348-0157
OR 581-3681 or www.lanmanproperties.com.
___________________________00
2 BR UNF. APT. W/ STOVE,
REFRIG, AC, LAUNDRY IN COMPLEX. TRASH PD. 1305 18th ST.
$395 MO. SINGLE/ $460 2
ADULTS. PH 348-7746.
___________________________00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 3481479
___________________________00
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARKING. NUMBER OF STUDENTS
NEGOTIABLE, CITY INSPECTED
AND APPROVED. OFFICE 3451266 OR 346-3161.
___________________________00
Avail 11/01- June 02: * Newly
remolded, 4 Bedroom house,
Central Air, Off-street parking.
Walking distance to EIU. 276-5537
___________________________00
4 BR Apt Near EIU. Off-Street
Parking, Nearby Laundry, A/C,
Trash Incl. $250 each. Poteete
Property Rentals 345-5088.
___________________________00
Lincoln
wood
Pinetree
Apartments has 2 and 3 BR to fit
your budget. 2 BR are $250-285.
3 BR are $220-235. Individual 11
month lease. 345-6000.
___________________________00
NEWLY REMODELED 2 bdrm.
apt. very close to campus, low
utilities, 10 month lease. 3455048.
___________________________00
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS. OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 345-6533.
___________________________00
1 BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN-3 BR
UNF. APT W/ STOVE, REFRIG,
DISHWASHER, MICROWAVE,
CATHEDRAL CEILING, INDIV.
SINK/VANITY IN EACH ROOM,
WATER/TRASH PD. $300 EA
FOR 3 PEOPLE. PH. 348-7746
___________________________00
5 BEDROOM HOUSE 1 BLOCK
FROM OLD MAIN-2 BATH LIVING
ROOM,
DINING
ROOM,
KITCHEN, STOVE, REFRIG. 5
PEOP @ $200 EA. 1520 9th ST.
PH.
348-7746
___________________________00
Lincolnwood
Pinetree
Apartments has 2&3 BR Apts to
fit your budget. 2 BRs are $250$285, 3 BRs are $220-$235.
Individual 11 mo lease. 345-6000
___________________________00
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RENT
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BARTENDERS NEEDED. Apply at
Eagle’s Club. #3100, 375 N 14th
St. or call at 345-1612. Appliers
must be 21.
___________________________9/5
Area swim team looking for head
coach for After-School program,
some weekends. Call 1-800-5411638 for more information.
___________________________9/5
Part Time Delivery Driver. County
Office Products. 406 6th Street.
Flexible Hours Between 8-5 M-F.
Apply in person.
___________________________9/6
RARE OPPORTUNITY Writers and
researchers. Get paid to study a
real working farm in the 21st century. You will even get working
experience. Call 345-2999 in the
evenings or 545-2994.
___________________________9/6
FARM HELP WANTED Call 345—
2999 in the evenings or 545-2994
___________________________9/6
HELP WANTED: Bartenders,
part-time. Must have good personality. Experience preferred,
but not necessary to right person.
Must be 21. 8 miles east of
Charleston, call for appointment
349-8215. Trotter’s Ashmore.
___________________________9/6
LIFEGUARDS
and
SWIM
INSTRUCTORS:
Paris
Community YMCA has A.M. and
P.M. positions available. Call (217)
466-9622.
__________________________9/12
JOEY’S JOEY’S JOEY’S: Roses
are red! Pickles are green! Pizza’s
a Holler! JOEY’S is a scream! We
deliver all day, every day 11am12midnight. 345-2466.
__________________________9/13
Bartender trainees needed $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539
__________________________9/23
MODELS NEEDED. Male or
Female models for painting/drawing classes for Fall 2002 semester. To apply, come to the Art
Office, 300 Lawson Hall.
__________________________9/23
Marty’s now hiring. Must be 21
and available 11 am. - 5 pm. M-F
Call Dave 345-2171 9am. - 11am.
__________________________9/27

FOR
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HELP

Little Johnny, age 7, after making
$50.00 off his lemonade stand.
He still has more money than
you. You wanna know why?...

45

48

46

49
51
55

52
56

Puzzle by Michael Shteyman

9 “You ___
24 Ted Williams wore
Casanova” (Mariah
it
Carey lyric)
25 “No ___!”
10 In step with fash26 Paris attraction
ion
28 Chemise, e.g.
11 Lover of Cesario,
32 Reason for kids to
in “Twelfth Night”
miss school
12 Move away

34 ___ Major

13 They form a crowd 35 “Dies ___”
in Hollywood
36 Pilot’s zone
18 Certain coffee
39 Enter
22 Ancient region on
the Aegean

40 Nervous excitement

41 Flourish
42 Iris cover
43 1980’s White
House name
46 Experienced sailor
48 Having entanglements
49 Traffic marking
51 Vigor
54 Kind of scene
55 Everyone
56 Record keeper
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Men’s soccer team out to prove its worth
◆ Panthers are already
showing progress
By Matt Williams
S TA F F W R I T E R

The Eastern men’s soccer
team has a lot to prove this season.
They have to prove they can be
better than last year’s (6-10)
record, prove they can still have
offensive production with the
departure of Derrick Perry, and
most of all prove all the critics
who ranked the Panthers 10th in
the Missouri Valley Conference
wrong.
The feeling among coaches
and players is that they can
achieve all of these goals. To
begin their long journey ahead of
them, Eastern must first play
better team soccer than they did
last season. Panther head coach
Adam Howarth has already seen
some improvements early on in
the season.
“Overall the team chemistry is
a lot better,” Howarth said.
“Every day they are getting better in practice. The intensity is
good, which is something to be
happy about.”

The Panthers have benefited
from off-season matches in
England and an exhibition game
against Monmouth. These early
games have already shown some
added offensive sparks that they
could have used last season.
On the team’s five-game tour
of
England,
11
different
Panthers recorded a goal on
their way to an undefeated trip.
Junior forward Jason Thompson
led all scorers with four goals
while junior M/F Brian Carroll
added three.
Thompson is expected to pick
up some of the production that
Perry left behind, but Carroll has
turned out to be a surprise
weapon in the Panthers’ arsenal.
Carroll sat out last season and
red-shirted in 2000. He has not
seen action since 1999 where he
played in 10 games.
Howarth has also seen some
impact from a few of his freshman players. Midfielder Dustin
Weiher tallied two goals and
added three assists in England
while forward Jimmy Klatter
added a goal in a 3-2 victory over
Aldershot Academy.
One of the remaining question
marks heading into Eastern’s

L efty ’ s Holler

COME KAROAKE TONIGHT!
$1.00 Drafts
$1.75 Corona Cans

Every Thursday

$150

Rail
Drink

50¢ A.S.S.

(Amaretto Stone Sour)
Foosball Tourney
8:30 p.m.

Advertise
In the DEN

If you advertise it
they will come...

season opener at Northern
Illinois this Sunday is who is
going to be protecting the
Panther net.
Time has been split between
freshmen Casey DeCaluwe and
Ryan Eames and returning
starter
sophomore
Jacob
Billingsley. The trio allowed only
four goals in their five games
during their trip to England. This
leaves Howarth with three ready
and able goalkeepers to use
throughout the season.
Despite the early success for
the Panthers it is not going to be
an easy task to prove their number 10 ranking false. The
Missouri Valley Conference is
one of the tougher conferences
in the nation and boasts two
nationally ranked teams in
Southwest Missouri State (No.
12)
and
Creighton
(No.
26).“There is no easy game in the
Missouri Valley,” Howarth said.
“Anybody can beat anybody.
That is the beauty of it.”
Howarth would be willing to
take anything better than last
season, but his ultimate goal
would be to make to the NCAA
tournament.
He said the road to the NCAA

“Every day they are
getting better in practice. The intensity is
good, which is something to be happy
about.”
—Adam Howarth
is through SMU and Creighton.
“If you are going to win conference you are going to have to
beat them.”
Another step to help the
Panthers reach that goal would
be to focus for the entire game.
“Last season we would only be
able to play for about 80 minutes,” Howarth said. “I want
them to be able to focus for the
entire 90 minutes this season.”
Overall, Howarth is just looking forward to a fun and exciting
season.
“The most fun is just spending
time with the guys and seeing
their improvement as the season
goes on,” Howarth said.

N AT E B L O O M Q U I S T / S TA F F
HOTOGRAPHER

Lee Burke, sophomore defenseman, passes the soccer ball.

ATTN SACIS VOLUNTEERS:
Our first meeting of the year will be on
9/9/02 at 6pm at the Campus Pond
Pavilion. We will provide dinner!
Please contact us with your current
address ~ 348-5033 or sacisch@mcleodusa.net

Advertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF

GIVE IT A TRY
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Ragone dares teams
to continue blitzing
◆ Louisville quarterback fearless
against the blitz despite getting hit
19 times in season opener
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) – The blitzes seemed
to come from every direction, and even when
Louisville quarterback Dave Ragone got rid of
the ball, he usually ended up face down on the
turf after another crushing blow.
Ragone was knocked down 19 times in the
Cardinals’ 22-17 loss to Kentucky Sunday night.
He sat in a whirlpool much of Monday and his
face was still puffy and bruised on Tuesday.
But Ragone dares the Cardinals’ remaining
opponents to think Kentucky’s successful defensive plan will also work for them. Louisville (01) plays at Duke (1-0) Saturday.
“We still want teams to blitz,” Ragone said.
“There are still one-on-one’s out there, there are
still throws to be made, there’s still a lot of
offense out there. It simplifies things for me. It’s
going to help me make this offense better.”
If the strategy is simply to knock him out of
the game, Ragone said that won’t work either.
“I proved I can take a hit,” he said. “I’m sure
(Kentucky) Coach (Guy) Morriss was like, ’Hit
him. And keep hitting him.’ Well, I’m going to
keep getting up. You’re going to have to wheel
me off that field.”
Resilient as he was against the Wildcats,
Ragone wasn’t able to move the Cardinals down
the field until he literally did it himself.
He either ran or passed on 15 consecutive
plays during Louisville’s lone touchdown drive,
at the end of the first half.
After rifling a short touchdown pass to tight
end Ronnie Ghent, Ragone sank to one knee and
stayed there for several seconds.
“I was just exhausted. I just went down and
tried to regroup myself, tried to get to the sidelines and get to halftime and get as many fluids
in me as possible,” he said.
The constant pounding took its toll in the second half. Ragone completed only five passes and
the Cardinals mustered only 103 total yards
until a meaningless 51-yard pass to midfield on
the game’s final play.

“I proved I can take a hit...Well,
I’m going to keep getting up.
You’re going to have to wheel
me off that field.”
—Louisville QB Dave Ragone
Many of his incompletions fell yards short of
the receivers, some of whom were seeing their
first collegiate action.
“We were just a little off,” Ragone said. “I
maybe held the ball a little longer, the guy came
a little free, I didn’t make the greatest throw, we
didn’t run the sharpest route. It only takes one
little thing for a play not to work. It takes 11
guys for a play to be successful. One guy messing up something can mess up the whole
scheme.”
Ragone deflected blame from Louisville’s
offensive line, where most of the havoc seemed
to begin. Coach John L. Smith rotated eight
offensive linemen, but never found a combination that clicked.
“To put the blame on the offensive line is
unfair. You can put the blame on me before you
can put the blame on anybody else,” he said.
“Those young guys don’t need any more on their
plate. I’m the guy who’s been in this program for
five years.”
Ragone reminded reporters that the
Cardinals were one big offensive play away
from winning the game — and reversing the
tone of questions critical of their performance.
“We’re doing a lot of generalization and summarization after just one game,” he said. “You
never heard one player say we were going to go
undefeated.
“It’s one of those things where we finally lost
to our rival — and that’s a tough pill to swallow.
I hate that it’s my senior year and we lose to
Kentucky. But I’ve got 11 more games and this
team has 11 more games to prove we’re a good
football team.”

MLB

Blue Jays down White Sox by 4
TORONTO (AP) – Pete Walker pitched seven
effective innings as the Toronto Blue Jays ended
Chicago’s seven-game winning streak with a 6-2
victory on Wednesday night.
Jose Valentin hit his third homer in two days
for the White Sox, who went
Blue Jays
5-1 on their six-game trip to
6
Detroit and Toronto.
Walker (8-4) allowed two
runs on six hits in seven
innings. The 33-year old jourWhite Sox
neyman right-hander, who
2
benefited from three double
plays, walked five and struck
out one in his first career
appearance against the White Sox.
Cliff Politte pitched the eighth and Kelvim
Escobar worked the ninth.
Before the game, the Blue Jays announced
starter Chris Carpenter will miss 9-to-12 months
after having surgery on his right shoulder.
With the score 2-all, Ken Huckaby led off the
Toronto seventh with a single off Dan Wright

(10-12) and Jayson Werth walked.
Pinch-runner Dewayne Wise advanced to
third on Shannon Stewart’s grounder before
Eric Hinske drove in the go-ahead run with a
force play.
Dave Berg’s RBI single and Werth’s two-run
double off Matt Ginter gave Toronto a 6-2 lead
in the eighth.
Toronto’s Vernon Wells homered in the first,
his 18th.
Werth and Stewart hit consecutive singles in
the third before Wells reached on first baseman
Paul Konerko’s error.
Carlos Delgado followed with a sacrifice fly,
giving Toronto a 2-0 lead.
Valentin, who homered twice on Tuesday, hit
his 22nd homer in the sixth, cutting the lead to 21.
Harris’ two-out RBI single in the seventh tied
it.
Wright, who won his previous two starts,
allowed three runs — two earned — on seven
hits in 6 1-3 innings.

Renteria, Cardinals beat Reds
ST. LOUIS (AP) – Edgar Renteria had a grand
slam and Scott Rolen hit the first pinch-hit
homer of his career as the St. Louis Cardinals
rallied from a five-run deficit to beat the
Cincinnati Reds 10-5 Wednesday night.
Renteria set a career high with five RBIs,
Albert Pujols got a careerCardinals
best four hits and Tino
10
Martinez homered for the
NL Central leaders.
Jason LaRue hit a grand
Red
slam for the Reds.
5
Rolen had started 14 consecutive games since sitting
out Aug. 18-19 with a sore
left shoulder. Before the
game, manager Tony La Russa said he wanted to
give the All-Star third baseman a day to rest.
But with one out in the sixth, Rolen came up
to hit for J.D. Drew against left-handed reliever
Bruce Chen (2-5). Rolen hit the first pitch off the
left-field foul screen for a 6-5 lead.
Luther Hackman (5-4) pitched two innings for
the victory.
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St. Louis added a run in the seventh when
Pujols doubled and Martinez singled. Pujols hit
an RBI single in a three-run eighth.
Cincinnati starter Ryan Dempster could not
hold the 5-0 lead. Dempster, who was lifted for a
pinch-hitter in the sixth inning, is 2-5 in 11 starts
since the Reds traded with Florida for him.
Martinez, who had three hits, tied it at 5 in the
fifth with a leadoff homer into the right-center
field bleachers. It was just Martinez’s third
homer since July 30.
Trailing 5-0 in the third inning, Renteria hit a
grand slam that cut the Reds’ lead to a run.
It was Renteria’s second career grand slam.
His first came Aug. 18 at Philadelphia after 955
games in the major leagues.
Cincinnati scored five times in the second off
Jamey Wright, making his second start for the
Cardinals since being acquired from
Milwaukee. LaRue hit his second grand slam of
the season and third of his career.
The Reds have hit seven grand slams this season, tying a team record set previously three
times.

Athletics’ winning
streak draws crowds
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) – As Steve
Schott surveyed the steady stream of
people crowding into the Coliseum
before Wednesday night’s game, he
finally discovered the solution to the
Oakland Athletics’ perpetual lack of
fan support.
“I guess if we win 19 in a row every
time, everybody will come out to support us,” the A’s owner said with a grin.
It took the fifth-longest winning
streak in major league history, but the
San Francisco Bay area’s full attention
was focused on the A’s as they went for
their 20th straight victory against the
Kansas City Royals.
Fans wearing green and gold arrived
at the Coliseum hours before Oakland
wrapped up a five-game homestand.
Though only 26,325 attended win No. 19
on Labor Day, a crowd in excess of
40,000 was expected to seize the last
chance to cheer on the Amazing A’s
before a seven-game road trip to
Minnesota and Anaheim.
Even with one of the most dynamic
young rosters in baseball, the A’s have
become resigned to playing in front of
smallish crowds through the first five
months of the season. Crowds typically
pick up in September — but the feeling
of fall was in the air on Wednesday
night, even with four weeks remaining.
“It’s been like a playoff atmosphere
in here for the last few days,” Oakland
manager Art Howe said. “It’s good for
the guys to get into that frame of mind
soon. That’s a good part of (the streak).”
People from every walk of life
turned out, from children staying out
late on a school night to third-generation season-ticket holders. Even
Oakland Mayor Jerry Brown — the former ’60s activist known for a decided
lack of enthusiasm toward Oakland’s
sports teams — was expected to be in
attendance.
Outside the park, fans held far more
than the usual number of tailgate parties. Inside, dozens of national media
members arrived, eager to tell the
story of Oakland’s young, carefree
team.
Even those who couldn’t make it
were thinking about the A’s.
“We talk about it. We’re all fans of
baseball,” said Rich Gannon, the
Oakland Raiders’ Pro Bowl quarterback. “A lot of the guys know some of
the players, and it’s exciting to see
them win — not only that, but the way
they’ve won, just kind of battled and
hung in there. They’re just playing with
such confidence right now.”
For once, the fans backed up
Gannon’s assessment. Actually, the A’s
often do well at the gate on Wednesdays
because they sell many tickets and hot

This day in Panther sports...
◆ 1985 – The volleyball team upset
Louisiana State University in its season opener in four games.

“I guess if we win 19
games in a row every
time, everbody will come
out to support us.”
—A’s owner Steve Schott
dogs and $1 apiece.
The dreary but serviceable Coliseum
can’t be the only reason for the A’s
struggles at the gate — after all, their
ticket prices probably make them the
best major league sports value in
California. And it’s certainly not the
quality of play, as the entire nation has
learned during the last three weeks.
“We get out to every game we can,
but the A’s don’t have the same kinds of
fans as the Giants do,” said Paul Ketter,
an Alameda resident who allowed his 9year-old son Steven to get his face
painted. “There are a lot of loyal A’s
fans, but they follow the team in the
paper or on TV.”
A’s general manager Billy Beane,
uncharacteristically clad in a dress
shirt and tie, canceled a trip to Modesto
to watch a minor league playoff game.
Instead, he gave interviews and chatted with Schott on the field before the
game.
“I’m as surprised and excited as
everybody else here,” said Schott, a
longtime target of criticism from fans
for his unwillingness to expand the A’s
payroll, as well as the near-constant
rumors that he’s looking to sell the
team. “You’d think this was the playoffs, the way everybody is out here
early.”
Shortly before game time, there
were far more fans in the Coliseum
than there would be for a normal weeknight game. There were even hundreds
of fans on Mount Davis, the vast section of green seats and luxury boxes
looming over center field that was constructed to lure the Raiders back to
town.
“We would have been here anyway,”
said Ray Andrews, who occupied his
boss’s season seats in the lower bowl.
“But anything that gets people out to
support the team is good. This is a oncein-a-lifetime chance to see something
like this.”

Cubs shut out Milwaukee
CHICAGO (AP) – Moises Alou is
doing his best to salvage something
from a forgettable first season with
Chicago Cubs.
Alou was 4-for-4 with an RBI and
Carlos
Zambrano
Cubs
pitched eight shutout
3
innings to snap his
five-game
losing
streak as the Cubs
Brewers
beat the Milwaukee
0
Brewers
3-0
Wednesday.
Alou raised his batting average to
.281.
“The beginning of the year I struggled a lot,” Alou said. “I was very disappointed in myself and kind of embarrassed, too.”
Zambrano (3-6), who retired 13 of the
first 15 batters, struck out six and
walked four in his longest career outing.
“The potential has been there, it is
just the matter of consistency,” Cubs
interim manager Bruce Kimm said. “I
saw him last year at times like today
and at times he would be so-so being a

young pitcher”
The 21-year-old right-hander won for
the first time since July 15.
Antonio Alfonseca got three outs for
his 17th save in 23 chances.
The Brewers only had three runners
get past first base. Richie Sexson, who
went 2-for-4, did it twice – reaching
third in the seventh and second in the
ninth.
Fred McGriff led off the Cubs fourth
with a double, moved to third on Alou’s
single, and scored to make it 2-0 on
Nelson Figueroa’s wild pitch.
The Cubs loaded the bases against
Figueroa in the sixth on Alou’s single
and two walks.
Valerio De Los Santos relieved and
issued another walk to Bobby Hill to
force in Chicago’s final run.
Alou singled in Sammy Sosa in the
first inning to give the Cubs a 1-0 lead.
Figueroa (1-6), who has lost five
straight decisions, allowed all three
runs on six hits and five walks in 5 2-3
innings.
He struck out a career-high eight batters.

Braviere:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

great a place to start...pop machines.
Everyone uses them, but most of the
people who do don’t even know the
people that are on them.

I know this all sounds petty, but we
ought to be able to get some new pictures. Or at least get rid of the old
ones.
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Is a repeat in store?
◆ Strong recruiting class, quintet from Quincy will be key in quest for another title
S TA F F W R I T E R

The 2002 Eastern women’s soccer team returns four all-conference players and six starters from
last year’s team that won the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament
and therefore earned a berth in the
NCAA Tournament.
While having to live up to that
type of pressure, the Panthers are
also the preseason favorite by the
OVC coaches to win conference in
2002.
Since joining the OVC, the
Panthers are 17-2 all-time in
league play and have suffered only
one conference defeat since 1998.
Head coach Steve Ballard enters
into his eight season at Eastern
with arguably the most talented
and experienced roster in his
tenure. For the first time in three
years, he is going to be able to rely
on the veterans while the underclassmen starters get their feet
wet.
The Panthers squad will be led
by 2001 first team all-OVC player
Beth Liesen.
The junior forward will try to
improve on her laundry list of
achievements which include Third
Team All-Great Lakes Region and
finishing seventh in the nation in
points.
She will be asked to repeat her
18 goals last season to send
Eastern to their first ever back to
back NCAA Tournament trip. Of
all her goals, an NCAA tournament
victory is number one on her list.
The early childhood education
major looks to use some of those

impressive skills to help her freshmen teammates adjust to collegiate soccer.
Senior Cara LeMaster could be
the first woman in Eastern soccer
history to earn all-conference honors for her entire career. Her
durability has been lifted off
Ballard’s shoulders by missing
only two games in three years,
“Cara has an unbelievable work
ethic that just carries over into the
team,” Ballard said. “She gives 110
percent on every attack!”
She will attempt to bring that
winning attitude as a team captain
this season.
The Quincy quintet has three
starters on the field this season,
Liesen and the Frericks sisters.
With three cousins competing in
collegiate soccer, sophomore
Audra and freshman Morgan continue to maintain the soccer family
tradition in Charleston. Audra
made an immediate impact on
defense last year by being one of
three freshmen to be named first
team all-OVC.
She will try to add pictures from
another NCAA berth to her
beloved scrapbook that she has
kept since childhood. Morgan is a
member of arguably one of the
best recruiting classes in Panther
history and will be expected to provide results at her midfielder position.
“On paper we have another
excellent class,” Ballard said.
“This group should improve our
overall strength, speed and ability
on the field.”
By being in the same starting
lineup Morgan will continue to

“On paper we have an
excellent class. This
group should improve
our overall strength...”
—Steve Ballard

feed off her sister’s intensity.
Ballard will change his goal
keeping strategy this season by
rotating two underclassmen all
year long. Returning sophomore
starter Lindsey Dechert will
attempt to fight off redshirt freshman Tiffany Groene for playing
time. Dechert started in all 20
games last season and allowed
only 15 goals.
Dechert, the daughter of a soccer coach, was key in sending the
Panthers to the NCAA’s by having
consecutive shutouts in the OVC
Tournament.
The anticipation of seeing top
recruit goal keeper Tiffany
Groene in action was delayed a
year. However, she is intent on
continuing on her high school success where she was first team allconference at Guilford High
School.
The schedule will be challenging
with the first test will be in
Boulder, Colo., for the Colorado
Tournament. The Panthers will
feature a total of nine home games
at Lakeside Field and will attempt
to win conference and therefore,
bring the 2002 Ohio Valley
Tournament to Charleston.

Happy 21st B-Day

A G D * ASA * AF * DZ * AST * SK * SSS * K D

Stacia
NEW WIDESCREEN HDTV

Open 11:45 am Sat. & Sun.
Just enough time to grab
a beer for kickoff!
Sat./Illini Games

Hey EIU
Students...

DO YOU NEED MONEY FOR...
TUITION???
ENTERTAINMENT???
GAS???
LAUNDRY???

CONSOLIDATED MARKET RESPONSE
in partnership with

WESTAFF

Sun./NFL

Sorority Recruitment
Deadlines for applications
NOON TODAY!

Recruitment begins today
at 4:30 in the Grand
Ballroom!
Questions call 581-3829 www.eiu.edu/~panhel

AGD * ASA * AF * DZ *

65 INCHES

Love, Mary and Jen & Ian

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

Sophomore midfield/forward Sara Johnson sends a header upfield during
Sunday’s game.

AGD * ASA * AF * DZ * AST * SK * SSS * KDÎ

By Matthew Stevens

A G D * ASA * AF * DZ * AST * SK * SSS * K D

Need money for
clothes?
Thursday Night
• $1 Skyy Blue Bottles
• $1 Stoli Citron Bottles
Roc’s Shuttle to & from Bears Game
$20.00.
Includes Breakfast & Drink.

27 Seats Available

While They Last!!

Sell your stuff in the Daily
Eastern News and make
money!

Haircuts, color, highlight, waxing, up-dos,

where there are opportunities that will fit all
your employment needs!!!
*Business Casual Atmosphere
*Flexible Schedules
*Great Pay
*Incentives / Bonuses

Shear
Professionals
Your hairdressers away from home!

eoe m/f/h/v

We’re not on Lincoln, but it’s a haircut worth

503 Buchanan, Charleston

CALL TODAY
345-1303

$2

00
off

haircut
thru 9-30-02
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SHOOTER

◆ A closer look at one of Eastern’s
unheralded club teams
By Matt Williams

S TA F F W R I T E R

S TA F F W R I T E R

Time for a
new look on
campus

SEE BRAVIERE

◆ Page 7

1 p.m.
Noon
1 p.m.

A dummy’s guide to lacrosse

Anthony Braviere

Good morning, sports fans.
As I walk around campus I
notice a lot of little things that
need to be changed, one of
which is the pictures of four
mysterious athletes on campus
pop machines.
The other day I was in the
Student Rec Center and had an
undying craving for a
Mountain Dew, I know that
they aren’t the best for me, but
so what.
I started on my trek to the
pop machine and being the
observant sports writer that I
am, I noticed something that I
never really paid any attention
to, the athletes pictures that
are on the pop machines.
The sad part about the whole
thing is that I don’t even know
who the two female athletes
are. The two male athletes are
former basketball player Jack
Owens and former football star
Justin Lynch.
Here’s the thing. Those pop
machines have had the same
four athletes on them since my
fresman year. I am now in my
fifth year in Charleston, and to
tell the truth I am tired of looking at athletes that haven’t
been here since the spring of
1999.
Not to mention that Owens
and Lynch aren’t even revered
in the Easten lore that many
other more deserving athletes
are.
Think about it, I’d be willing
to bet dollars to doughnuts that
80 to 90 percent of the campus
never heard of, or ever saw
any of the four athletes that
they see everyday on those pop
machines.
Think of the athletes that
Eastern has produced in the
past two to three years that
would be a much better fit than
guys who are almost thirty and
don’t have much to do with the
university anymore.
Athletes such as Kyle Hill,
Frank Cutolo, Leslie Przekwas,
Keith Laski and Carole Griggs
all of which were very good
athletes here on campus and
are from the modern era.
In fact, what do we even
need to have past athletes for
anyway. Can it really be that
expensive to get new pictures
for the pop machines each and
every year. Eastern increases
tuition every year, you would
think that some of that money
could go to improving some
four to five-year-old merchandise.Think of the athletes that
are sitting next to you in class
every day that could use a little
publicity.
If you follow Eastern sports
even the least bit you can probably name four or five right
now off the top of your head.
Ready...go – Henry Domercant,
Tony Romo, J.R. Taylor, Beth
Liesen, Cara LeMaster, Karen
Liss.
People are always talking
about schoool spirit and ways
to improve it. Even the student
body president is starting a
group to promote school spirit.
So, Miss Mormino, I have a

Volleyball at Fiesta Bowl
Rugby vs. Iowa
Men’s soccer vs. NIU
Women’s soccer vs. E. Mich.

The Eastern lacrosse club began yet another
season this week with hopes of building on last
season’s achievements. The team plans on having
as many as 20 players come out for the team this
year including several returning players.
The team is under new leadership with Mike
Shemroske taking over for Mike Meyers who graduated last spring. The junior defender played for St.
Mary’s in Minnesota as a freshman and transferred to
Eastern last year. The team’s vice president is
sophomore goalie Brian McDonald.
For those who have no idea what
lacrosse is and how it is played,
here is a little dummy’s guide on
basic lacrosse. Lacrosse is a
combination of several different sports. “It is the combination of the ferocity of football,
the speed of hockey and the
style of soccer,” sophomore
midfielder Brian Higgins
said. “It is one of the most
physically demanding sports.”
The game is played on a field
similar to soccer and has four 10
minute quarters. Each team plays with

10 players (one goalie, three defenders, three midfielders, and three attackers) on the field at a time
with substitutions coming on the fly like hockey.
The object of the game is to try and put a two pound
solid rubber ball into hockey-sized net with the use of
sticks and with each goal counting as one point. Sticks
are made of either aluminum or plastic shafts with
netting at the end to catch the ball.
As far as scheduling goes for the club, nothing has
been set up quite yet. Last year they played a few
games including a tournament at Northern Illinois
which featured many other in-state teams. Shemroske
feels that the team had their best season last year and
wants to pick up a few more games this year.
Because the team is not sponsored by the school, the
players provide all their own equipment and transportation for all games. They are currently looking for
local sponsors, but have not found any takers yet.
The team has also had some problems with finding
a place to play. Last season they played on the tundra
behind the Tarble Arts building, but part of that has
been covered by a new parking lot and they have to
share time with the band. They are currently looking
into other areas on campus where they can practice.
The team has a few players that have had previous
experience in the sport, but many of the players that
come in have never played before. “It’s a club so anyone is invited to come play,” Shemroske said. “You can
learn through experience.”
For further information on team meetings and practices contact Mike Shemroske at 581-6835 or Brian
McDonald at 581-6869.

Lacrosse facts
◆ Among Native Americans,
there were many versions of
what we now call lacrosse.
◆ Players in some tribes
used two sticks, playing with
one in each hand.
◆ Women and men sometimes competed together on
the same teams, but women
had their own form of the
sport in some areas.
◆ The Cherokees called the
sport “the little brother of
war” because they considered it an excellent training
tool for their military.
◆ Since most players couldn’t get anywhere near the
ball, they concentrated more
on using the stick to injure
their opponents.
◆ The sport was given its
new name lacrosse when
French explorers mistook the
stick for a bishop’s crozier -or la crosse in French.
◆ However, the French
played a form of field hockey
that was called jeu de la
crosse, and that’s a much
more likely origin of the
name.

◆ George Beers of the MLC
rewrote the rules in 1867
putting 12 players on each
team.
◆ The 12 positions consisted of: Goal, point, cover
point, first defense, second
defense, third defense, centre, third attack, second
attack, first attack, out home
and in home.
◆ Beers, who is now known
as “ the father of lacrosse,”
also made some changes to
the equipment. He replaced
the hair-stuffed deerskin ball
with a hard rubber ball and
created a stick that made it
easier for players to catch
and throw the ball.
◆ The original rules of ice
hockey were made to follow
the same guidelines of
lacrosse.
◆ At many schools,
lacrosse is a club sport. Like
Eastern players, it is run and
funded solely by students
and is not affilliated with the
school.
◆ The USILA holds a national championship tournament
for all college club teams.

C A I T L I N B U L L I S / A S S O C I AT E P H O T O E D I T O R

Sophomore midfielder Chuck Upton awaits a pass on Wednesday. Upton
is among several returning players to the club this season.

Hawaii to file protest against Eastern
By Matt Meinheit
A S S O C I AT E S P O RT S E D I T O R

FILE PHOTO

Frank Castagnoli (No. 56) is being
criticized for his block agianst
Hawaii’s Lui Fuga.

The University of Hawaii football team is planning on filing a
report to the NCAA against
Eastern.
During the first quarter of
Saturday’s 61-36 loss to the
Warriors (1-0), Eastern junior
offensive tackle Frank Castagnoli, Bob Spoo
a two-time letter winner, made a
questionable block against Hawaii junior defensive
tackle Lui Fuga.
According to Hawaii defensive line coach Vantz
Singletary, Castagnoli “chopped (Fuga) with his helmet right in the ankle.”
Fuga suffered an ankle injury and is likely to be out
up to two or three months.
“They (Hawaii) certainly have every right to do
whatever they want to do with a situation like that,”
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo said. “It’s very unfortunate and you hope something like that doesn’t happen.
We don’t teach or condone that type of block.”
Singletary told the Honolulu Star-Bulletin that

“They certainly have every right to
do whatever they want to do with a
situation like that. We don’t teach or
condone that type of block.”
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo

Hawaii plans to send a film clip of the play and a letter to the NCAA protesting the play.”
Despite the protest, repercussions against
Castagnoli are unlikely according to Spoo.
Hawaii head coach June Jones told the Star-Bulletin,
“that play was probably the cheapest I ever saw anyone make. If that happened in the NFL the guy would
be finded $50,000 or $100,000.”
Spoo makes no excusses for what his player did, and
regets that it happened
“It was poor judgement on part of our player,” Spoo
said. “It happens, just trying to do your job, do your
assignment.”
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Tagging motivation
◆ Mackey, rest of team motivated to run faster
By Tim Martin
S TA F F W R I T E R

There is a certain level of humility in senior Danny Mackey that
you wouldn’t expect from a member of a two-time conference
champion.
But after he failed to meet personal expectations last year, he
made his own medal.
The necklace that Mackey
received after winning the Ohio
Valley Conference Championship
his sophomore year was turned
into a pact. On the back of the dog
tag Mackey inscribed, “I Did Not
Run.” Shortly after the season, he
scratched out “Did” and “Not” and
inserted “Will.”
“Last year I ran really poorly
and I didn’t feel like I was part of
the team, so I put that on there for
motivation,” Mackey, a senior business/education major, said.
I will run.
The 2002 men’s and women’s
cross country teams don’t have an
official team motto yet, but if they
were to adopt one it wouldn’t be a
bad idea to use that phrase. Not
that the team isn’t running already.
Head coach John McInerney
said cross country is a seven-day-aweek, all-year commitment.
“I would say the women run anywhere from 50-70 miles a week
with guys doing 60-80. Some of my
top runners run over 90 miles a
week,” McInerney said.
The numbers might be staggering, but so too are the number of
conference championships that
Eastern has amassed under
McInerney’s campaign. The men’s
team has won the past two OVC
championships and the women’s
team claimed their first ever
crown last season.
McInerney started his 11th sea-

son as men’s head cross country
coach and eighth as the women’s.
Managing two teams at once could
be a major hassle, but he enjoys
the challenge.
“Young kids keep you young.
They possess an energy, a work
ethic that is amazing. But the challenge is trying to mold everyone
together and get them to bond as a
team. What you did the year before
means nothing, there is always
something bigger and better to
achieve,” McInerney said.
Six seniors, including Academic
All-American, Jason Bialka, graduated off last year’s men’s squad and
five seniors are gone from the
women’s team.
The men’s team returns all-OVC
performers in seniors Kyle
O’Brien, Jeff Jonaitis, and Mackey.
The women’s team will be led by
second team all-OVC runners in
senior Katie Springer and sophomore Stephanie Bone.
“We’re a work in progress, but
we’re only three weeks into the
season. We’re nowhere near where
we need to be,” McInerney said
about both teams.
“But it’s great that if we do
everything right we’ll see a transformation take place at the conference meet.”
The OVC Championship is held
in Morehead, Ky. on Nov. 2.
“We’re so young, I mean we lost
six guys off our eight person team
from last year. To win OVC again
would be a big thing,” Mackey said.
The method that McInerney
uses is what he likes to call the
Eastern Illinois philosophy.
“It’s just a tradition that my
coaches gave me when I ran here.
They made sure that we bonded as
a team and pushed each other and
that’s what I am hoping to get done
now,” McInerney said.

PHOTOS BY COLIN MCAUIFFE/
PHOTO EDITOR

Top: Panther head cross country
coach John McInerney (center)
began his eighth season leading
the women’s team and his 11th
season as men’s coach. The
men’s team has won the OVC
title the past two years and the
women’s team won it’s first-ever
conference championship last
year.
Bottom: Senior Dan Mackey
shows his dog tag with a
modified slogan. It is his motivation for the season.
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$ 2 . 2 5 22 oz
• Bud Light • Bud • Miller Lite Bottles

$ 2 Double
Double Drinks
$ 3 • Lite • MGD Pitchers •
“Best DJ in town”
Available Fridays for Functions, 9 AM 11 AM, 345-2171
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•Looking to get
involved at EIU?•
Come check out your options!
RSO FAIR as part of UB
First Friday Series • Spirit Night

---Comedian Buzz Sutherland
---Free Food
---Bowling & Bingo
sponsored by Student Gov. & UB

Advertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF

GIVE IT A TRY

